
The Problem 
Itmf zgynqd ue ftudfk fia ecgmdqp egnfdmof fiqxhq? 

Fape flnkq xln rze ji xln tnkejukjzq zkzwzc vdnpmzq yx ijiezzc? 

Wb gdv raarxyj pljqj rxqijaq wx rqzjxowxy daoja, ilrp brkdvq krpljkrpwzwrx irq 
fdax dx plwq orpj? 

The above is the question you will need to answer, but each line needs to be 
decoded using a different code. The following puzzles will give you the keys for 
decoding the messages so you can answer the final problem. 

Code 1 
Caesar Cipher - Named after Roman Emperor Julius Caesar, he prominently used 
this cipher with a shift of +3. 

The sum of the distinct prime factors of 378 will provide the shift to decode the 
first line of text. 

Code 2 
Affine Cipher - Used throughout history by governments to encode sensitive 
information, this cipher assigns letters a number, then uses a simple function to 
give them a different numerical value to encode them. 

Find the nth term of this linear sequence: 
10, 13, D, 19, 22, 25 

Assign the numbers to letters starting from 0, apply the function in mod26 (e.g. 
a value of 35 in mod26 would be 9), and find the letters that match the new 
numbers to decode the second line of text.  

(You will need the value of D for the final part of this problem) 



 

 

 

Code 3 – Substitution switch Cipher 
Substitution Switch Cipher - A variant of the shift cipher that switches the 
position of two letters which will be used to decode the final line of text. 

 
A2 = 10A + 4B – 30 3A – 6B = 9 

D = U% of U  E = MC2 

F is the gradient of the straight line that 
passes through point (X, Y) and (2, 6) 
with a y intercept of 3. 

I = 38
15 + 16

6      J = 36B 

K + 3
3  = 7 – K

2    O =222
 

N is the second perfect number. 

P is the length the vector � A
2√6� 

S is the number of hours it takes a sound 
wave to travel 100 miles (give your 
answer to 2 dp).  

V = WQ   Z = √8+√32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.69m 

1.8m 
3.59m 

W = 5.2m 

V is the volume of this building in m
3
.  

Round your answer to the nearest 
whole number. 
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A Circle with Radius R is shown below 
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